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New and bestselling resources from Hodder Education – an official
Cambridge Assessment International Education endorsement partner
For over 25 years we have worked with Cambridge International to bring
you endorsed resources that support teaching and learning for almost all
subjects and levels in the Cambridge Pathway.
Cambridge Primary
5 to 11 years old*
English
Mathematics
Science
Computing
See pages 7-16

Cambridge Lower
Secondary
11 to 14 years old*
English
Mathematics
Science
Computing
See pages 16-22

Cambridge Upper
Secondary
14 to 16 years old*
A wide choice of subjects at
Cambridge IGCSE™
Cambridge O Level
See pages 23-43

Cambridge Advanced
16 to 19 years old*
A wide choice of subjects at
Cambridge International
AS & A Level
See pages 44-54

As an endorsement partner, our resources go through a rigorous
quality-assurance process to ensure they are appropriate for Cambridge
International schools worldwide. You can recognise these resources as they
display the official endorsement logo:

We create print and digital resources and deliver teacher training too.
*Ages ranges are for guidance only

Hodder Education publishes textbooks endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education for a wide range
of their syllabuses and curriculum frameworks. Endorsed resources have been through a rigorous and independent
review process to assure the syllabus coverage and quality standards of the materials. Hodder Education
endorsed resources are used with confidence by Cambridge students around the world.
Cambridge Assessment International Education
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The next generation of digital learning has arrived
Created with teachers and students in schools and colleges across the globe, Boost brings
quality content and new technology together in one interactive online learning platform.
What’s available?
Digital teaching and
learning resources

eBooks

“Boost is billed as the next generation in digital learning
and it’s easy to see why as it is quality through and
through and designed to support a personalised learning
experience. The Boost platform offers a digital student
book and specialist teaching, learning and assessment
resources that have been impressively coordinated.
Accessed through a simple to navigate dashboard, Boost
is perfectly prepared for teaching and learning in any
scenario – blended learning, hybrid or distance learning.”
John Dabell, Teaching Secondary

Try free for 30 days! Visit hoddereducation.com/boost

CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY

Welcome to our 2022 Cambridge
International catalogue

Please note all pricing in this
catalogue is for 2022. To download
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Discover a new generation of digital solutions with our Boost teaching and learning subscriptions, eBooks and
Cambridge Teacher’s Guides. Boost offers easy access to quality, customisable resources that you can edit
and add to, creating a bespoke scheme of work that matches the way you want to teach.
Boost – teaching and learning resources

Boost eBooks

• Save time planning. Quickly find quality resources,
including lesson plans, videos and quizzes.

Boost eBooks are interactive, accessible and flexible.
They use the latest research and technology to provide
the very best experience for students and teachers.

• Adapt to your needs. Easily adapt resources using
the editable Course Plans and Lesson builder.
• Capture and keep students’ attention. Our fresh,
modern interface is easy to navigate.
• Assess progress. Enhanced reporting helps you
to monitor completion rates, assess understanding
and target intervention using the gap analysis
report.
• Simplify sharing and sign-on. Login and share
via your Google Classroom and Microsoft Teams
accounts.
• Access eBooks. Every subscription includes
teacher eBooks for planning and front-of-class
teaching.

• Personalise. Easily navigate the eBook with search,
zoom and an image gallery. Make it your own with
notes, bookmarks and highlights.
• Revise. Select key facts and definitions in the text and
save them as flash cards for revision.
• Listen. Many of our eBooks use text-to-speech to
make the content more accessible to students and
improve comprehension and pronunciation.
• Switch. Seamlessly move between the printed view
for front-of-class teaching and the interactive view for
independent study.
• Download. Access the eBook offline on any device
– in school, at home or on the move – with the Boost
eBooks app (available on Android and iOS).

Subscription options:
• Boost Subscription – digital only, includes access to all our interactive resources, plus a teacher copy of
the relevant eBook(s)
• Teacher’s Guides with Boost Subscription– see page 6 for information on our printed guides with scratch
off code Boost access
hoddereducation.co.uk/boost
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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CAMBRIDGE TEACHER’S GUIDES WITH
BOOST SUBSCRIPTION
Our Cambridge Primary, Lower Secondary and IGCSE™ Teacher’s Guides include a print
handbook with a scratch off code and a subscription to Boost which includes a range of
resources to support your teaching.
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⊲ Worksheets

ESL support resources for Science
Stages 1–3

?evila si gnihtemos wonk uoy od woH
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⊲ Vocabulary cards
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Teaching Science to learners with English as a Second Language (ESL)
It is a common misconception that learners require less language in the Science class than in other classes.
In reality, the opposite is true.
Learners need language skills to ask and answer questions about the world around them, to access scientific
content and information, to make predictions, reason, compare, and sequence, and to record their ideas and
results.
In an ideal world, new scientific concepts would be presented to learners in their first language. This would
enable them to fully grasp a concept before having to translate it into a second language, in this case, English.
However, many learners are not taught in their first language – so they will be learning new concepts and new
language simultaneously. This is especially difficult in the sciences where fairly complex concepts are presented
and specific language structures are required.
This introduction highlights some of the barriers that second language learners may experience and suggests
strategies to address these.

ekans

ESL support resources for Science are included in the online resources that accompany the Teacher’s Guide.
For each stage, there is:
• a set of ESL Worksheets for Science
• a bilingual picture dictionary (My Science Dictionary).

⊲ Problem-solving and
End of section tests
(Maths only)

⊳ Introductions and activities
that have been developed
by an ESL specialist

1. Use road map techniques
Establish prior learning
You need to assess where learners are, so that you can build on their current knowledge and scaffold them to
where they need to go.
Before moving on to a new topic, ask yourself questions related to the content you will cover:
• What do my learners already know about this topic?
• Can they confidently understand the topic in their first language?
• How can I link the new concepts to what my learners already know?

drib

elcycib

ybab
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⊲ Writing templates

⊳ Bilingual glossaries

Then think about the vocabulary needed to understand the new concepts, and to participate actively in the
activities:
• What new words or phrases will learners encounter in this topic?
• How can I present these clearly?
• How can I create opportunities for learners to practise using these?
Finally, reflect on your learners’ current English language ability:
• What are the main English language skills and structures needed for this topic?
• Do my learners already have these? If not, when and how can I develop these?
Baseline assessment is essential for planning an effective ‘road map’ for your ESL learners. The Teacher’s Guide
gives many ideas in the form of starter activities that are ideal to determine prior learning. At the beginning of
each unit there is also a useful summary of the objectives covered in the unit.

1202 dtL nothguotS & reddoH @ 1 ediuG s’rehcaeT ecneicS yramirP egdirbmaC

1 edilS

Cambridge Primary Science Teacher’s Guide 1 © Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2021

⊲

⊳ Videos

hoddereducation.com/Boost
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Foundation stage:
9 Cambridge
English, Maths and Science
Primary: English
9 Cambridge
(0058), English as a Second

Language (0057), Maths (0096),
Science (0097) and Computing
(0059) NEW
Ready to Go Lessons NEW
Revise for Cambridge Primary

9
9
Primary and
9 Cambridge
Lower Secondary Global
NEW

Perspectives

PRINT

Ruth Price

PRINT

Explore, support and consolidate
key language and literacy skills
with colourful stories for ages 4-5,
while encouraging learners to
reflect on what they have learned
with write-in activities at the back
of the book.
£4.99
Reading Book A Fiction 9781510457270
Reading Book B Fiction 9781510457294
Reading Book C Fiction 9781510457300

Hodder Cambridge
Primary English
Foundation Stage
Teacher’s Pack
Ruth Price
Link across all resources in the
series with ease, using references
to the relevant pages in the Activity
and Reading Books, with concise
teaching notes and practical
activity suggestions based on a
mastery approach.
9781510457379

Ruth Price
Reinforce and practise key
language and literacy skills
with question prompts in the
footnotes and inspire students
with additional poems and rhymes
linked to the Activity Book units.
£4.99
Reading Book A Non-fiction
9781510457287
Reading Book B Non-fiction
9781510457331
Reading Book C Non-fiction
9781510457348

Activity Books
PRINT

Ruth Price

PRINT

£28

Reading Books
Non-fiction

CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY

CAMBRIDGE
PRIMARY

Reading Books Fiction

Inspire learners with fun writein Activity Books, to consolidate
learning and concepts covered
in the Reading Books and the
Teacher’s Pack, and provide
practice of language and literacy
skills.
£4.99
Activity Book A 9781510457249
Activity Book B 9781510457256
Activity Book C 9781510457263

This series has not been through the Cambridge International endorsement process.

hoddereducation.com/cambridge-primary-foundation-stage
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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Maths Story Books

Science Story Books

PRINT

PRINT

Paul Broadbent, Ann Broadbent

Rosemary Feasey

Explore, support and consolidate Early Years
Mathematics with colourful stories for ages 4-5,
containing key mathematical concepts and practice
opportunities, with space to record and reflect on ideas.

Reinforce and practise key science concepts with simple
question prompts and encourage students to reflect on
what they have learned with write-in activities.
£4.99

£4.99

Story Book A 9781510448636
Story Book B 9781510448643
Story Book C 9781510448650

Story Book A 9781510431850
Story Book B 9781510431874
Story Book C 9781510431881

Activity Books

Activity Books

PRINT

PRINT

Rosemary Feasey

Paul Broadbent, Ann Broadbent

Provide extra support at home or in the Early Years
setting, with activities to help students fully cover the
EYFS Early Learning Goals in science.

Consolidate learning and provide practice of key
mathematical concepts with fun write-in Activity Books.
£4.99

£4.99

Activity Book A 9781510431829
Activity Book B 9781510431836
Activity Book C 9781510431843

Activity Book A 9781510448605
Activity Book B 9781510448612
Activity Book C 9781510448629

Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths
Foundation Stage Teacher’s Pack

Hodder Cambridge Primary
Science Foundation Stage
Teacher’s Pack

PRINT

Paul Broadbent, Ann Broadbent

This series has
not been through
the Cambridge
International
endorsement process.

Introduce, practise and consolidate the objectives
covered in the Activity Books and Story Books with
practical activities, including success criteria linked to
the Early Learning Goals that they cover.
£28
9781510431867

PRINT

Rosemary Feasey
This series has not
been through
the Cambridge
International
endorsement process

Gain clarity on the science mastery approach and
link across all resources in the series with ease using
references to the relevant pages in the Activity and
Story Books.
£28
9781510448667

hoddereducation.com/cambridge-primary-foundation-stage
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PRINT

ENDORSED

Sarah Snashall and Mare Lallaway
Inspire learners to build, strengthen and extend
their skills.
• Boost confidence and extend
understanding: Tasks built in a three-step
approach with ‘Learn’, ‘Get started!’ and ‘Go
further’ plus ‘Challenge yourself’ activities
support differentiation and higher order
thinking skills.
• Develop key concepts and skills: A variety
of practice material to build reading, writing,
speaking and listening skills.
• Motivate learners with an international
approach: Offer a variety of engaging
extracts from diverse international authors
covering fiction genres, non-fiction text types,
poetry and plays.
£13.99
For Learner’s Book ISBNs 1-6 see order form

Boost eBooks
DIGITAL

ENDORSED

Boost eBooks can be downloaded onto any
device and used in the classroom, at home or
on the move.
See page 5 for more details.
£9.50 for 1-year access
For Boost eBook ISBNs 1-6 see order form

Workbooks
PRINT

CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY

Cambridge Primary English
Learner’s Books Stages 1-6

ENDORSED

Sarah Snashall and Mare Lallaway
Reinforce learning and deepen understanding
of the key concepts.
• Provide extra practice and self-assessment:
Each Workbook is intended to be used by the
learner for practice and homework.
• Build on what has taken place in the
lesson: Challenge learners to develop their
understanding further with ready-to-go writein exercises.
£6.99
For Workbook ISBNs 1-6 see order form

Teacher’s Guides with Boost
Subscription
PRINT

DIGITAL

ENDORSED

The Cambridge Primary English Teacher’s
Guides include a print handbook and a
subscription to Boost. The Guides include
a range of resources such as activities,
assessment ideas, knowledge tests,
worksheets and audio recordings.
See page 6 for more details.
£135 excl. VAT
For Teacher’s Guides ISBNs 1-6 see order form
Subscriptions are valid until 2026

This series has been endorsed by Cambridge International
to support the curriculum framework from 2020.

hoddereducation.com/cambridgeprimary-english
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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Cambridge Primary World English
Learner’s Books Stages 1-6
PRINT

ENDORSED

Gill Budgell
Engage and inspire learners with an international and
interconnected approach developed by experienced
teachers and language specialists.
The series offers full coverage of the learning
objectives for the Cambridge Primary English as a
Second language curriculum framework (0057) and
is mapped to the Common European Framework of
Reference.
• Stimulate learners with model texts and activities.
• Clearly address the key objectives: reading, writing,
speaking, listening and use of English.
£13.99
For Learner’s Book ISBNs 1-6 see order form

Boost eBooks
DIGITAL

ENDORSED

Boost eBooks use the latest research and
technologies to provide the very best learning
experience for students.
See page 5 for more details.
£9.50 for 1-year access
For Boost eBook ISBNs 1-6 see order form

Workbooks
PRINT

ENDORSED

Rena Basak, Rachel Kirsch
Support knowledge and understanding from the
Learner’s Book with practical workbooks designed to
challenge students to develop their learning further.
£6.99
For Workbook ISBNs 1-6 see order form

Teacher’s Guides with
Boost Subscription
PRINT

DIGITAL

ENDORSED

The Cambridge Primary World English Teacher’s
Guides include a print handbook and a subscription
to Boost. The Guides include a range of resources
such as activities, assessment ideas, knowledge tests
and audio recordings.
See page 6 for more details.
£135 excl. VAT
For Teacher’s Guides ISBNs 1-6 see order form
Subscriptions are valid until 2026

This series has been endorsed by Cambridge International
to support the curriculum framework from 2020.

hoddereducation.com/cambridgeprimary-worldenglish
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Unit 3

Unit 2: Non-fiction: recount texts

Newspaper reports

Bugs big and small!

Listening and speaking

Listening and speaking

Get started!

Bug names

1 Read this newspaper report from 1969 about the first person to step onto
the moon.

Do you remember?
Apostrophes for omission show you where a letter is missing. For example:
• I am becomes I’m.
• We do not becomes We don’t.
• She will not becomes She won’t.
• They would becomes They’d.
Apostrophes are also used to show that something belongs to someone or
something. This is called apostrophe for possession.
For example:
• Bella’s new bike was shiny blue.
• The cat’s claws were sharp.
• James’ bike and the twins’ bikes are green.

News reports can be found in
newspapers and online. After
an introduction, which gives a
summary of the news, they
recount events in chronological
order. News reports usually include:
1 headline
2 sub-headings
3 photographs
4 introduction – briefly tells you
the most important news, usually
tells you what has happened,
when and where it happened
5 columns
6 captions
7 direct speech – quotations
about the event from people
who were there, or who
have an opinion about what
happened.

1
2

Amazing rescue operation saves man’s life

cliffs, a landslide caused
the cliff to crumble away
and he was left stranded.

After two hours, a
helicopter arrived from
Southlea Coastal Rescue
Ansart, an experienced
Station. A Coastguard was
climber, became trapped
winched down from the
on the coastal cliff at
chopper to attach Ansart
5 and take him back up to
Porthampton. As he
neared the top of the
safety.

Look at the picture. How many bugs do you know? Can you name
them? Which bug is your favourite? Why?

0

1

7
?

8

9

10

Talk about what you
remember or know
about a topic.

a

1 more

5

2

3

4

5

c

6

2

2

6

9
d

1 less

b

1 less

Mercury

The Eiffel
Tower is a
very tall tower
with a metal
skeleton.

8

3

4

5

6

3

4

1

Talk about what each part of your
model represents. Are there any parts
in a real arm that are not in your
model? Explain why.

4

Try this

5

6

0
1
2
3
4
5
There are 5 parrots left. We say: 1 less than 6 is 5.

6

11/30/20 9:12 PM

This book will help you learn about Science in different ways

9781398300903_HCP_MATH_S1_LB.indb 15

Jupiter

Earth

Do activities
to learn more.
Work like a
scientist.

Mars

Uranus

The Earth is our home planet travelling through space. Space begins
where the Earth’s atmosphere ends. Not even scientists know where
space ends! You will now learn more about the planets and the star
closest to us, the Sun. The Earth with other planets and the Sun make
up the Solar System.

Mercury

2
Neptune

Saturn

Talk about what you
remember or know
about a topic.

Think like a scientist!

Jupiter

Earth

Uranus

Sun

a Look carefully at the overall
shape of a skeleton. What is
balanced on the top?
b What do you notice about
the shape of the skeleton
from the feet to the head?
c How is this shape like the
Eiffel Tower?

A savanna is tropical grassland.
The weather is warm all year, with
a dry season and a wet season. The
largest savanna is in Africa. Below
are a few of the plants and animals
that live in the African savanna and
what they feed on.

The Eiffel
Tower is a
very tall tower
with a metal
skeleton.

Learn new
ideas about
Science.

lion – eats giraffes
and impalas

leopard – eats
impalas and baboons

Let’s talk
Talk about what each part of your
model represents. Are there any parts
in a real arm that are not in your
model? Explain why.

impala –
eats grass

grasshopper –
eats grass

baboon – eats
grasshoppers

giraffe – eats
acacia leaves

Venus

Do activities
to learn more.
Work like a
scientist.

Learn about
interesting facts
and information.
4

2020/12/05 15:04

Pages taken from Cambridge Primary Mathematics Learner’s Book 4

9781398301696_HCP_Science_LB4.indb 4

Learn new
ideas about
Science.

Talk about
your ideas.

Did you know?

15
2020/12/05 15:04

Venus

Talk about
your ideas.

David thinks of a number but says the number that is 1 less.
Maris thinks of a number but says the number that is 1 more.
Both David and Maris say the same number.
What number are they both thinking of?
Tell a partner how you know.

14

Draw a bug and label its
body parts.

Mars

Neptune

Saturn

Think like a scientist!
A savanna is tropical grassland.
The weather is warm all year, with
a dry season and a wet season. The
largest savanna is in Africa. Below
are a few of the plants and animals
that live in the African savanna and
what they feed on.

1 more
Let’s talk

3

legs

What do you remember about the Earth and space?

Sun

a Look carefully at the overall
shape of a skeleton. What is
balanced on the top?
b What do you notice about
the shape of the skeleton
from the feet to the head?
c How is this shape like the
Eiffel Tower?

1 more

e

1 less

body
Practise

How to use this book

The Earth is our home planet travelling through space. Space begins
where the Earth’s atmosphere ends. Not even scientists know where
space ends! You will now learn more about the planets and the star
closest to us, the Sun. The Earth with other planets and the Sun make
up the Solar System.

2

?

2 Find the missing numbers to show 1 more or 1 less.

There are 6 parrots on this number line.

9781398300903_HCP_MATH_S1_LB.indb 14

6

wings

9781510467903_HCP_English_SL_LB2.indb 39

How to use this book
This book will help you learn about Science in different ways

d Which shape is 1 less than 6?

There are now 4 monkeys. We say: 1 more than 3 is 4.

0
1
1 parrot flies away.

5

b Which number is 1 less than the

1 more monkey climbs on.
1

4

?

There are 3 monkeys on this number line.

0

3

a Which number is 1 less than the

Learn
1

2

c Which number is 1 more than the

Maths words
more
more than
less than

0

11/30/20 9:12 PM

What do you remember about the Earth and space?

Look at this tree.
Say what you see.

eyes
head

Pages taken from Cambridge Primary World English Learner’s Book 4

Maths word
less

1 Look at the shapes on this number line.

teeth
feelers

39

Unit 2 Addition and subtraction

Practise

These are the names
of the body parts of bugs.

38

Pages taken from Cambridge Primary English Learner’s Book 1
Addition and subtraction

a ladybird

Learn

Incy Wincy Spider
Incy Wincy Spider
Is climbing up the spout.
Down comes the rain
And washes the spider out.
Out comes the sunshine
And dries up all the rain.
So, Incy Wincey Spider
Climbs up the spout again.

Let’s talk

9781510467903_HCP_English_SL_LB2.indb 38

Explore

a butterfly

Learn this poem and the actions.
Teach it to a friend or family member
who is younger than you.

33

One more, one less

a bee

Let’s talk

Glossary
lunar module: the spacecraft
that landed on the moon
commander: the person in
charge
crater: a hole on the surface
of the moon
tension: excitement and fear
mission controller: the
person on earth who was in
charge of the moon landing

32

2

a beetle

a centipede

Listen and point. Say each word
in the Learn box. Then point to it on
page 38.

Neil Armstrong

Armstrong’s first words on the moon
were: ‘That’s one small step for man.
One giant leap for mankind.’ The first
television view millions on Earth saw
was Armstrong’s foot descending slowly.
Then there was his full figure.

2 Write the answers to these questions.
a What happened?
b When did it happen?
c Where did it happen?
3 With a partner, find these features in
the news report:
• headline
• photograph
• caption
• direct speech
• introduction
• column.
4 What does the newspaper report include
that the letter or diary entry do not?

6 SCRS save the day

Y

a spider
Practise

Hours earlier the lunar module, Eagle,
had made a perfect landing at 9.17 p.m.
The spacecraft had to be steered to clear
a crater about the size of a football field
that was covered in large rocks. It was a
moment of extraordinary tension and
silence even though the voices of the
astronauts and the mission controller
back on Earth were calm.

MAN RESCUED FROM CLIFFTOP!

esterday, 21-year-old
Victor Ansart was
winched to safety by
helicoper after being
trapped on a crumbling
clifftop.

There are many different types of bugs.

At 3.56 this morning, Neil Armstrong
stepped from the lunar module and
set foot on the moon. It was the dream
which humans have shared since the
beginning of recorded history coming
true. Aldrin followed his commander
down the steps of the ladder 19 minutes
later.

3

4

Learn

MEN ARE ON THE MOON

THE DAILY NEWS

Learn

CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY

Unit 2: Non-fiction: recount texts

lion – eats giraffes
and impalas

leopard – eats
impalas and baboons

impala –
eats grass

grasshopper –
eats grass

baboon – eats
grasshoppers

giraffe – eats
acacia leaves

grass

acacia tree

Did you know?
grass

acacia tree

Learn about
interesting facts
and information.

You use more than 200 muscles
when you walk! That is a lot of
work for your muscles!

You use more than 200 muscles
when you walk! That is a lot of
work for your muscles!

4

2020/10/27 16:52 9781398301696_HCP_Science_LB4.indb 4
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hoddereducation.com/cambridgeprimary
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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Cambridge Primary Mathematics
Learner’s Books Stages 1-6
PRINT

ENDORSED

Series editors: Paul Broadbent, Mike Askew
Authors: Catherine Casey, Josh Lury, Steph King
Master the essential mathematical concepts of each
unit, with specifically signposted tasks and activities
rooted in the mastery approach.
• Get learners thinking mathematically with engaging
activities designed to focus on key skills and
principles.
• Embed knowledge across all areas of learning,
enabling students to make connections between
different areas of mathematics.
• Develop vocabulary with probing questions designed
to encourage learners to use accurate language to
describe how they solve particular problems.
£13.99
For Learner’s Book ISBNs 1-6 see order form

Boost eBooks
DIGITAL

Workbooks
PRINT

ENDORSED

Catherine Casey, Josh Lury, Steph King
Encourage reflection and self-assessment with writein workbooks full of varied independent activities for
extra practice both in the classroom and at home.
£6.99
For Workbook ISBNs 1-6 see order form

Teacher’s Guides with
Boost Subscription
PRINT

DIGITAL

ENDORSED

The Cambridge Primary Mathematics Teacher’s
Guides include a print handbook and a subscription
to Boost. The Guides include a range of resources
such as activities, assessment ideas, knowledge tests,
ESL support and audio recordings.
See page 6 for more details.
£135 excl. VAT
For Teacher’s Guides ISBNs 1-6 see order form

ENDORSED

Boost eBooks can be downloaded onto any device
and used in the classroom, at home or on the move.
See page 5 for more details.

This series has been endorsed by Cambridge International
to support the curriculum framework from 2020.

£9.50 for 1-year access
For Boost eBook ISBNs 1-6 see order form
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PRINT

ENDORSED

Series editors: Judith Amery and
Rosemary Feasey
Authors: Deborah Herridge, Tara Lievesley,
Hellen Ward, Andrea Mapplebeck
Master the essential scientific concepts of each unit,
with specifically signposted tasks, activities and
investigations rooted in the mastery approach.
• Get learners thinking scientifically, with engaging
activities designed to show Science in Context;
including topics on how science is used in the home
and the impact it has on our environment.
• Focus on key concepts and principles with starter
activities at the beginning of each unit, allowing
teachers to establish current knowledge and plan
future lessons.
• Extend students’ knowledge with ‘Challenge
yourself!’ activities to push problem-solving further.
£13.99
For Learner’s Book ISBNs 1-6 see order form

Boost eBooks
DIGITAL

ENDORSED

Workbooks
PRINT

ENDORSED

Encourage reflection and self-assessment with writein workbooks complete with space to record results,
create tables and draw diagrams.
£6.99
For Workbook ISBNs 1-6 see order form
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Cambridge Primary Science
Learner’s Books Stages 1-6

Teacher’s Guides with
Boost Subscription
PRINT

DIGITAL

ENDORSED

The Hodder Cambridge Primary Science Teacher’s
Guides include a print handbook and a subscription
to Boost. The Guides include a range of resources to
support your teaching such as assessment support,
activities, knowledge tests for stages 5 and 6 and
ESL Support.
See page 6 for more details.
£135 excl. VAT
For Teacher’s Guides ISBNs 1-6 see order form
Subscriptions are valid until 2026

This series has been endorsed by Cambridge International
to support the curriculum framework from 2020.

Boost eBooks use the latest research and
technologies to provide the very best learning
experience for students.
See page 5 for more details.
£9.50 for 1-year access
For Boost eBook ISBNs 1-6 see order form
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Cambridge Primary Computing
Learner’s Books Stages 1-6
PRINT

DIGITAL

Teacher’s Guides with Boost
Subscription
PRINT

NEW

Series editor: Roland Birbal
Authors: Roland Birbal, Carissa Gookool,
Michelle Koon Koon, Nazreen Mohammed,
Michele Taylor

The Cambridge Primary Computing Teacher’s
Guides include a print handbook and a
subscription to Boost. The Guides include
a range of resources such as activities,
assessment ideas and ESL support.

NEW

Help learners develop essential computing
skills with an approach that uses real-life
examples, reinforces key vocabulary and
provides opportunities to learn, practise and
apply throughout.
• Encourage learners to become confident in
working with information and ideas of their
own and those of others with discussion
tasks, as well as with ‘What can you do?’
panels at the end of each unit for selfassessment.
• Provide a clear pathway through the learning
objectives with Practice tasks in each unit,
as well as Go further and Challenge yourself!
panels with questions designed to support
differentiation.
£16
May - October 2022
For Learner’s Books ISBNs 1-6 and individual publication
dates see order form

DIGITAL

See page 6 for more details.
£135 excl. VAT
July - December 2022 For Teacher’s Guides ISBNs 1-6 and
individual publication dates see order form
Subscriptions are valid until 2026

Unit 1: Scratch: Be a loop hero

Unit 1: Scratch: Be a loop hero

Go further
1 Create a program using the forever loop and the repeat
loop with the following criteria:
❶ A butterfly sprite starts on the right and
moves to left side of the screen.
❷ Then it glides for 2 seconds to the right
side of the screen.

Which loop will you
use for steps 3 and 5?
Tell a partner.

❸ Repeat actions 1 and 2 four times.
❹ As the butterfly glides, its wings flap.

f Set the butterfly to glide for 2 seconds across the screen from left to
right. In the motion group of blocks, select the following:

Change the value for glide to 2 seconds, the value of x to 160 and the
value of y to 100.The sprite will move to the right side of the screen.
g Connect the blocks for this 1st set of code.
h Try your code by clicking the green flag
to start.

❺ Finally, the butterfly remains on the
right side of the screen flapping its
wings continuously.
2 Create the 1st set of code to make the butterfly move across the screen:
a Search for the Butterfly 2 sprite and click to select it.
b Search for the Blue Sky backdrop and click to select it
c Include an event to start the program. Under the Events group of
blocks, select the block when
clicked to start the program.
d Under the Control group of blocks, select the
repeat block and change the value from 10 to 4.
e Set the butterfly to start at the left side of the
screen. Go to the Motion group of blocks and
select the following:

April – November 2022
Boost eBooks are £10.50 for 1-year access
For ISBNs 1-6 see order form

The values of x: 28 and y: –7
show the current location of the
sprite on the screen.
Change the value for x to –160 and
the value for y to 100. The sprite will
move to the left side of the screen.

The x value moves the sprite
from left to right. The y
value moves the sprite from
top to bottom.

What do you notice when
the green flag is selected?
Does the butterfly glide
correctly? If not, correct
your code.

Computational thinking
?
You can create a 2nd set of code to make the butterfly flap its
wings. Before programming this code, decompose it into an
algorithm (a step-by-step list) to help you. For example:
❶ Start the program when the green flag is selected.
❷ Include a forever loop.
❸ Switch the butterfly between costume a and costume b (so that it
appears to be flapping its wings).
❹ Include a delay of 0.1 second to show the change between
costumes.
❺ Connect the blocks by adding steps 3 and 4 into the forever loop.
❻ Stop the program only when the stop
button is selected.

10

We are working with Cambridge International to gain
endorsement for this forthcoming series.
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Science
Stage 1

PRINT

Second Edition

NEW

Judith Amery

English: Stephanie Austwick, World English: Fiona MacGregor and
Daphne Paizee, Mathematics: Paul Broadbent, Science: Rosemary
Feasey and Andrea Mapplebeck
Judith Amery
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Subscription

-1-3983-4309-2
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PRINT

DIGITAL

NEW

English: Leila Copping, Rosie Anderson, Emily Budinger and
Maddy Barnes
World English: Jenny Peek
Maths: Caroline Clissold and Steph King
Science: Judith Amery and Naomi Hiscock
Save planning and preparation time with a bank of ready-to-go
lessons which support the Cambridge Primary curriculum frameworks.
These lesson plans have been created by experienced teachers and
examiners, their key priority making sure resources are ready and easyto-use.
The lessons are linked to the approaches in our Cambridge Primary
Teacher’s Guides and follow the same structure as our Learner’s Books
but can be used as and when you need them, independent of the rest of
our range.
£75
January-October 2022
For English, World English, Maths and Science Stages 1-6 ISBNs and individual pub dates see
order form

Ready to Go Lessons, Study Handbook and Teacher’s Handbooks have not been
through the Cambridge International endorsement process.

£13.50
August 2022
English Second Edition 9781398369832
World English 9781398369870
Maths Second Edition 9781398369856
Science Second Edition 9781398364233

NEW

Cambridge Primary Ready to Go Lessons with
Boost Subscription Stages 1-6

The Cambridge Primary Revise for Study Guides can be used
independently for homework or additional practice, or alongside
the Teacher’s Guides in the classroom. Boost confidence and check
students’ progress with review tests and practice questions. Improve
technique with a range of engaging activities and worked examples.
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Cambridge Primary Ready to Go Lessons Science Stage 1 Second Edition

Cambridge Primary Revise for Primary
Checkpoint Study Guides

Cambridge Primary

Ready to Go Lessons

Cambridge Primary Revise for Primary
Checkpoint Teacher’s Handbooks
PRINT

NEW

English: Stephanie Austwick, World English: Jennifer Peek
Mathematics: Paul Broadbent, Science: Rosemary Feasey and
Andrea Mapplebeck
Focus revision where learners need most support and ensure coverage
of the Cambridge Primary curriculum frameworks with easy-to-follow
teaching notes. Assess knowledge and progress with structured practice
tests and whole-class activities. Improve understanding and technique with
photocopiable resources such as model texts, practice questions and games.
£50
September 2022
English Second Edition 9781398369849
World English 9781398369887
Maths Second Edition 9781398369863
Science Second Edition 9781398343115
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Cambridge Global Perspectives for Primary –
Boost Subscription
DIGITAL

Cambridge Global Perspectives for Lower
Secondary – Boost Subscription
DIGITAL

Anne Sparrowhawk, Robert Sulley

Anne Sparrowhawk, Robert Sulley

Develop your students’ ability to think critically about issues on a local,
national and global level with a selection of 34 bundles of resources,
each linked to a Challenge, plus a bundle of resources to support the
Team Project.

Develop your students’ ability to think critically about issues on a local,
national and global level with a selection of 16 bundles of resources,
each linked to a Challenge, plus a bundle of resources to support the
Individual Report.

• Build language and literacy skills with vocabulary worksheets that will
help learners develop the language they need to express their ideas
and critical thinking.

• Save time planning your lessons with the teacher notes that explain
how they can be used alongside the targeted challenge and include
guidance, formative feedback and personal, local and global
perspectives.

• Enable learners to conceptualise the skills of research, analysis,
evaluation, reflection, collaboration and communication with the skills
worksheets.
• Bundles of resources for each stage, containing an activity PowerPoint,
vocabulary worksheet, skills worksheet and accompanying teacher’s
notes and guidance on teaching each challenge. For Stage 6,
guidance and support is given to the Team Project.
£125 excl. VAT

• Bundles of resources for each stage, containing an activity PowerPoint,
vocabulary worksheet, skills worksheet and accompanying teacher’s
notes and guidance on teaching each challenge. For Stage 9,
guidance and support is given for the Individual Report.
£125 excl. VAT
9781398321915
Subscription is valid until 2026

9781398321908
Subscription is valid until 2026

These titles have not been through the Cambridge International endorsement process.
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English (0861), English as a
Second Language (0876),
Maths (0862), Science
(0893) and Computing
(0860)

DIGITAL

John Reynolds
Put your trust in a market-leading
approach that has been used by
teachers for over 10 years.
• Boost confidence and
understanding: Questions within
the chapters will help consolidate
learning.
• Develop key concepts and
skills: Information on the
key skills such as grammar,
punctuation, parts of speech and
their functions, vocabulary and
spelling is provided with linked
exercises to practise.
• Engage students and extend
understanding: Cultivate a love
of reading with diverse and wideranging texts to inspire learners
on their reading journey, with
carefully chosen discussion and
reflection points for each topic.
£19.99

We are working with Cambridge
International to gain endorsement for
English Stages 7-9. The Revision Guide
has not been through the endorsement
process.

Stage 8 April 2022
Stage 9 June 2022
For Student’s Books 7-9 Paperback and Boost
eBook ISBNs see order form
Boost eBooks are £13.50 for 1-year access

PRINT

Build confidence ahead of
assessment with write-in
activities that help gauge level of
understanding and highlight any
gaps.
£7.99
Stage 8 March 2022
Stage 9 June 2022
For Workbooks 7-9 ISBNs see order form

Teacher’s Guides with
Boost Subscription
PRINT

DIGITAL

Our Teacher’s Guides include a print
handbook and a subscription to
Boost.

NEW

Books
9 Student’s
Guides
9 Revision
eBooks
9 Boost
Guides with
9 Teacher’s
Boost Subscriptions

PRINT

Workbooks

CAMBRIDGE LOWER SECONDARY

CAMBRIDGE
LOWER
SECONDARY

Cambridge Checkpoint
Lower Secondary
English Student’s
Books Stages 7-9

See page 6 for more details.
£135 excl. VAT
Stage 8 April 2022
Stage 9 July 2022
Subscriptions are valid until 2026

Revision Guide for the
Secondary Test 1
PRINT

NEW

Achieve maximum potential using
step-by-step guidance that helps
to practise skills learned and
improve exam technique.
£14.99
9781398342873 September 2022
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Cambridge Checkpoint Lower
Secondary World English Student’s
Books Stages 7-9
PRINT

DIGITAL

ENDORSED

Fiona Macgregor and Daphne Paizee
This series offers full coverage of the learning
objectives for the Cambridge Lower Secondary
English as a Second Language curriculum framework
and is mapped to the Common European Framework
of Reference.
• Stimulate learners with model texts and a range
of activities to develop skills, knowledge and
comprehension.

NEW

£19.99
Student’s Book 7 9781398311411
Student’s Book 8 9781398311428
Student’s Book 9 9781398311435
Boost eBook 7 9781398307568
Boost eBook 8 9781398307599
Boost eBook 9 9781398307629
Boost eBooks are £13.50 for 1-year access

Revision Guide for the Secondary
1 Test
PRINT

NEW

Achieve maximum potential using step-by-step
guidance that helps to practise skills learned and
improve exam technique.

Workbooks
PRINT

ENDORSED

Support knowledge and understanding from the
Student’s Book with these practical Workbooks
designed to challenge students to develop their
learning further.
£7.99
Workbook 7 9781398301337
Workbook 8 9781398301344
Workbook 9 9781398301368

Teacher’s Guides with
Boost Subscription
PRINT

DIGITAL

ENDORSED

The Hodder Cambridge Lower Secondary World
English Teacher’s Guides include a print handbook
and a subscription to Boost. The Guides include a
range of resources such as an interactive Scheme of
Work, knowledge tests, end of unit worksheets, audio
recordings plus transcripts and vocabulary flashcards.
See page 6 for more details.
£135 excl. VAT
Teacher’s Guide 7 with Boost Subscription 9781398307698
Teacher’s Guide 8 with Boost Subscription 9781398307704
Teacher’s Guide 9 with Boost Subscription 9781398307711

Subscriptions are valid until 2026

• Build confidence with practical study tips and
effective revision strategies.
• Strengthen and test knowledge with a range of
questions and worked examples.
£14.99
9781398369894 September 2022

This series has been endorsed by Cambridge International
to support the curriculum framework from 2020. The
Revision Guide has not been through the endorsement
process.
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5 IT’S TRADITION!

3

Reading
Folk tales

Reading

Activity 5.1

Speaking and listening

★ folk tales
★ Ballads

★
★
★
★

Listening to a folk tale
Retelling traditional tales
Listening to a ballad
Delivering a presentation
on an interesting person

1 Work in a group. Tell your group your favourite (or least favourite) folk
tale. Briefly say what the folk tale is about and why you like it or don’t
like it.
2 Skim-read the following extract and discuss what it is about.
KEY WORDS
folk tales stories that
are handed down
from generation to
generation, usually in
spoken form
genre a particular
type of literature or
other art form, e.g.
novel, poetry, science
fiction
oral storytelling a
story in spoken form
onomatopoeia when
the sound of a word
echoes its meaning,
e.g. boom

It’s
tradition!
Writing

Key skills

★ A folk tale
★ Using direct speech in your
writing

Remember,
quantitative data
are data that
can be measured.
Discrete data takes
specific values, while
continuous data
can take any value,
usually within a
range.

★ Revise hyphens and
compound sentences
★ Rhythm

Extract: Traditional folk tales
How old are folk tales?
Folk tales are one of the earliest genres of story-telling. Many of them were
originally made up centuries ago before writing and printing were in common
use. The stories were handed down from generation to generation, usually in
spoken form. Over the years, the different tellers of the original stories added
their own details and adapted the stories to their particular listeners. Eventually,
many of these traditional stories were collected into books by folklorists (people
who study the traditions and culture of the past) and preserved for future readers.
In some parts of the world, the tradition of oral storytelling continues today.
Some stories are long forgotten but many stories have survived.

Remember,
categorical data
are data which can
be put into groups
or categories.

Nature

■ Which folk tales do you know?
■ how are folk tales passed down
through generations? What features
made them easy to pass down
this way?

Many folk tales use nature to tell a story, for example, about the relationship
between humans and nature, or people’s negative or positive behaviour towards
nature, or to try to explain natural phenomena (like why the moon is in the sky or
why a leopard has spots).
KEY
INFORMATION
The word
population in
data collection
does not mean
everybody in
the country.
Depending on
the context, the
whole population
could mean all
the children of
a particular age
group, or just all
the children in a
particular class.

They use characters that the audience can easily relate to, who are either good
or bad. Very often the characters are animals. They usually end with good
triumphing over evil.

Oral tradition
A story that is told orally is spoken out loud. Stories that are part of the oral
tradition usually contain quite a lot of repeated details and vocabulary. This is a
deliberate attempt on the storyteller’s part to make sure that the listeners can
remember what has happened as they do not have printed copies of the story in
which they can turn back a few pages to check details. These stories often use
dialogue (direct speech) as well as literary devices such as onomatopoeia, similes
and metaphors to keep the attention of listeners.
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predictions for a set of related statistical questions, considering what data
to collect (categorical, discrete and continuous data).
l Understand the advantages and disadvantages of different sampling
methods.

Sampling methods

28/05/2021 15:29

11 For the whole population of 30 students, copy and complete the following frequency tables.
a
Hair colour
Girls
Boys
Total

Continuous data

Black
Brown

Another type of data considered was categorical data.

Blonde
Ginger
Total

Collecting accurate data is an important area of mathematics and
is used a lot in the modern world. Data for medical research can
tell doctors how effective a cancer treatment is. Data for the masses
of children at different stages of growth can identify children who
might be under- or overweight. Data for CO2 emissions can help
scientists model the effects of climate change in the future.

Eye colour
Brown

Ginger
Total

2 Calculate the mean height of the girls and boys.
3 The data types mentioned are either discrete, continuous or categorical. Which type of data is:
a gender
b hair colour
c eye colour
d height?
Justify your answer.

To do this several different types of sampling have been developed.
In this section, you will trial some of these methods and decide
whether they are representative. You will need the resource sheet
containing details for 30 students from your teacher.

27/05/21 7:53 PM
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Passive voice

Do you remember?

Pronouns

Look at the verbs in these two sentences:
I was named after my grandmother.
I name you Paul, after your grandfather.

Can you identify all the pronouns in the following sentences?
1 This is my friend Mara. She is called Super-Mara by her friends. She has
long hair. I sit next to her in class. We enjoy ourselves.
2 Who is he? Is he your cousin?

a small lump of modelling clay for each person in the class (this small
lump represents a piece of dust in the cloud around a star) and a
video camera (optional).

l What is the difference?

• Are they both in the same tense?
• If not, what tense are they? Present or past?

l Are the verbs formed in the same way?

• Does the auxiliary ‘was’ make a difference?
• Which sentence is in the passive voice?

Discuss why pronouns are useful and when we can use them.

Plan
1 Look at Figure 15.1 and read again the text about planet formation.
2 Think about how the people in the class could be a model of the cloud
of gas and dust, and how the pieces of dust could be drawn together, to
represent how dust in a gas cloud is drawn together to make a planet.
3 Discuss your idea with your class and your teacher, and work out a
way you might model the formation of a planet.
4 When you have a plan, arrange for someone to video how your class
makes a model planet.

Read this dialogue aloud. Use pronouns instead of the underlined nouns.
Malik: Hi Tyrone. Can Tyrone show Malik where the computer room is?

Scientists believe that about 4.6 billion years ago, the Sun and the solar
system formed from a huge cloud of gas and dust. They think an exploding
star nearby made the cloud begin to rotate. As the cloud turned, it formed
a disc. The force of gravity between hydrogen and helium atoms pulled
them together, and they collected at the centre of the disc and formed a
star – our Sun.

Tyrone: Hiya. Of course Tyrone can. The computer room is next to the
office, on the right.
Malik: Thanks. Can Malik and Tyrone walk there together?
Tyrone: Yes. Let Tyrone get Tyrone’s books and Malik and Tyrone can go.

The force of gravity between the dust particles in the disc brought them
together and, when they touched, they stuck together and formed rocky
particles. In time, the force of gravity between the dust and rocky particles
in the cloud produced the first four planets that move around the Sun.
Other dust and rocky particles produced the centres of the next four
planets, known as the gas giants. Gravity acts between any two objects in
the universe and is related to the masses of the two objects. This means
that the smaller planets orbit the much more massive Sun and this is why
smaller objects, such as the moon, orbit the Earth. Therefore, it is this
gravity that keeps the components of the solar system in orbit around the
Sun. However, this fact was not understood for a long time.

 Figure 15.1 The early stages of the formation of the solar system.

9781398300187_Ch15.indd 169

Pages taken from Checkpoint Science Student’s Book 7

Passive voice

They name him after his father.

He is named after his father.

They book the students into a
new school.

The students are booked into a
new school.

PRACTISE
Choose the correct pronoun to complete each sentence.
1 I have a new friend. (His/Her) name is David.
2 Who is that? Is she (you/your) new friend?
3 We need to prepare (myself/ourselves) for the new year at school.
4 We can help (each other/some other) with this project.
5 Where are my trainers? Has anyone seen (them/they)?
6 Look at all of these books. These are (my/mine). Are the other books (you/yours)?

169
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Active voice

1 Work in pairs. Complete this sentence about how we form the passive:
’
To form the passive voice, we use a form of the verb ‘to
participle.
with the
2 Use the verb in each sentence in the present passive voice and say the
sentence aloud.
a I (name) after my mother.
b He (call) ‘the thinker’ by his friends.
c The students (call) to a meeting.
d They (sign up) at the football club.
e The concert (enjoy) by all our parents and friends.
f The meal (share) between the friends.

Try this

The formation of the solar system

168

We can use the active voice or the passive voice to describe present
actions. For example:

PRACTISE
Work in pairs. Read the following sentences aloud and identify the pronouns.
1 How do I make new friends? Do I just go up and say, ‘Hello. I’m Mary. I want
to be your friend’?
2 I have a new friend – I think? Her name is Alice. She is named after her
grandmother, just like me!

Examining the results
What are the strengths and limitations of your model?

When a star forms, a cloud of gas and dust also forms around it. The
objects in the gas and dust clouds are very, very small, but the force
of gravity exists between them and, in time, pulls them together. Dust
particles are pulled together by gravity and, when they touch, they stick
together to form larger rocky particles. These rocky particles are pulled
together by gravity and form larger pieces of rock. These large pieces are
pulled together by gravity to make even larger pieces.

27/05/21 7:53 PM

Passive voice

Use of English

You will need:

There is a force of attraction between any two objects in the universe,
called gravity. The objects may be small, such as an ant and a pebble, or
they may be very large, such as a star and a planet.

Total

Blonde

Do you remember?

Gravity and planet formation

Green

Brown

1 FRIENDS

Modelling planet formation

● Name the planets of the solar system.
● What else is in the solar system besides the planets?
● Describe how the Earth moves through the solar system.

Blue

Black

When data are collected, it is unlikely that a whole population
will be included. Usually a sample of the population is used. The
important thing is that the sample should be representative of
the whole population. A representative sample should give similar
results to the whole population.

9781398301993.indb 19

This process of rocky pieces coming together and sticking by the force of
gravity continues, and, in time, a planet is formed. The force of gravity
between the planet and the gases around it bring the gases closer to the
planet, and they form an atmosphere over its surface.

Do you remember?

The 30 students have been arranged randomly on the sheet.

Pages taken from Checkpoint Mathematics Student’s Book Stage 8

15 The Earth in space

The Earth in space

Girl
Brown
Blue
152 cm

Exercise 3.1

Quantitative
Discrete data

They include the following data as shown in the example:
l First name
Isabel
l Gender
Gender:
l Hair colour
Hair:
l Eye colour
l Height
Eyes:
Height:

In order to investigate different sampling methods, we will compare
their results to that of the whole population of 30 students.

In Stage 7, you studied the different types of data which could be
collected. These included quantitative data, which itself can be
divided into discrete data and continuous data.

19
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In this chapter you will learn:
● how planets are formed from dust and gas, pulled together by gravity
● that gravity is the force that holds components of the solar system in orbit
around the Sun
● that tidal forces on earth are a result of the gravitational attraction between
the Earth, Moon and Sun
● how solar and lunar eclipses happen.

9781398300187_Ch15.indd 168

l Select, trial and justify data collection and sampling methods to investigate
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15

LET’S TALK
Although the
students are
randomly placed,
hair colour and
eye colours do
not appear to be
random. Discuss
why this might be
the case.

b

Many of the original folk tales contain a moral or a lesson and many of these
early stories form the basis of the plots of more sophisticated stories and novels
nowadays. Folklorists have found that many of the basic plots are common to
more than one culture and can be found in the tales of countries from different
continents.

■ how do folk tales differ from short
stories or novels?
■ What makes a good storyteller?

SECTION 1

LET’S TALK
Can you name at least two examples of data for each of the three types
mentioned?

Morals and lessons

LET’S TALK

Data collection and sampling
methods

Hair colour

It’s tradition!
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Cambridge Lower Secondary
Computing Student’s Books
Stages 7-9
PRINT

Teacher’s Guides with Boost
Subscription
PRINT

DIGITAL

The Cambridge Lower Secondary Computing
Teacher’s Guides include a print handbook
and a subscription to Boost. The Guides
include a range of resources such as activities,
assessment ideas, ESL support and audio
recordings. See page 6 for more details.

NEW

Ben Barnes, Margaret Debbadi, Pam Jones
and Tristan Kirkpatrick
Deliver an exciting computing course for ages
11–14, building on students’ existing computing
skills and experience whilst demonstrating new
concepts, with practice opportunities to ensure
progression.

£135 excl. VAT
Teacher’s Guide 7 9781398369337 September 2022
Teacher’s Guide 8 9781398369801 November 2022
Teacher’s Guide 9 9781398369818 December 2022
Subscriptions are valid until 2026

• Recap and activate students’ prior
knowledge with ‘Do you remember?’ panels
and introduce more advanced skills with
‘Challenge yourself!’ tasks.

Cambridge Lower Secondary Computing

• Allow students to demonstrate their
knowledge creatively with engaging end of
unit projects that apply skills and concepts in
a range of different contexts

Unit 8.4 Testing conditions: Developing games

Challenge yourself!

Some of the code for the Chocolate Room has been completed for you.
Look at the code with a partner.
Your challenge is to add the lines of code that are missing for
the Chocolate Room.

£22

Your challenge is to write a new text adventure game. The game is set in a series of tunnels
and the object of the game is for the player to find a key in one of the tunnels and then to
find their way to the exit. The exit is blocked by a gate that is unlocked by the key.

◆ You can do this by opening the file ad62.py provided by your teacher and add the
required lines of code.

Student’s Book 7 9781398369320 September 2022
Student’s Book 8 9781398369795 November 2022
Student’s Book 9 9781398369825 December 2022

The game has the following features:
The player always walks forwards through the tunnels — they can’t go backwards.
The first tunnel ends at a junction. At the first junction, the player can either take the
left tunnel, the middle tunnel or the right tunnel.
l Each of those tunnels also ends in a junction where the player can go left, middle or
right. This means that there are up to nine possible destinations in the game. Only one
of those destinations is the exit with the gate.
l One of the tunnels contains the key for the exit. You must design the game so that the
player can reach the exit from the tunnel that has the key — otherwise the game can
never be won!
l The junction containing the final exit must test whether the player has selected the
correct direction and if they have the key in order for them to win the game.
l Some of the other tunnels can have a range of different features, such as human
characters, monsters, dead-ends or hazards. You can design these features as you
wish — be imaginative!
l The player must pick up points every time they move through a tunnel, but they can
also lose points — for example, if they set off a trap. The game should update their
score using a variable and give them their score at the end.
l
l

Boost eBooks
DIGITAL

Boost eBooks use the latest research and
technologies to provide the very best learning
experience for students.
£14.50 for 1-year access
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See website for ISBNs
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Ending the game
l Once the player has left the Chocolate Room, the program will:
l ask the player to try to remember any of the letters they were given in the game
l ask the player to try to guess the password using the clue and the letters they
already know
l calculate and show the player their score.
l Add the lines of code that are missing from this section of the program. You can do
this by editing ad63.py provided by your teacher.
l Run the program and correct any errors.

The game should ask for the player’s name at the start of the program and then address
them by their name throughout the game. If the player does not enter a name, then the
code containing the rest of the game should not execute.
You should design your game using a flowchart algorithm before writing any code. Once
you have written your program, you should write a test plan and then test the game using
suitable test data.
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a full-colour textbook written especially for the international student.
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The Commerce and Mathematics Student’s
Books are endorsed. We are working
with Cambridge International to gain
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Language syllabus (1123) for examination
from 2024.
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Literature in English: page 28
Additional Mathematics: page 30
Business Studies: page 34
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Accounting: page 36
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History: page 40
Geography: page 41

» Engage learners with thematically-focused
chapters containing a range of text types and
activities.
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Boost eBooks
The below resources also cover the
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» Navigate the syllabus confidently with units
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Cambridge Assessment International Education
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Engage learners with thematically-focused chapters containing
a range of text types and activities. Consolidate knowledge with
activities, study tips and definitions of key terms.

Written by renowned expert authors, our Cambridge
O Level English Language Student’s Book enables
learners to effectively and successfully master the
skills required by the revised syllabus (1123) for
examination from 2024.
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Benefit from the knowledge of our renowned expert authors to navigate
through the content of the revised syllabuses.

• Consolidate skills and check understanding: Self-assessment
questions, exam-style questions and checklists are embedded
throughout the book, alongside key definitions of technical terms and a
Glossary.
• Navigate the syllabuses confidently: Content flagged clearly with
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£27
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A solid, at a given temperature, has a definite
volume and shape which may be affected by changes
in temperature. Solids usually increase slightly in size
when heated, called expansion (Figure 1.2),
and usually decrease in size if cooled, called
contraction.
A liquid, at a given temperature, has a fixed
volume and will take the shape of any container
into which it is poured. Like a solid, a liquid’s
volume is slightly affected by changes in
temperature.
A gas, at a given temperature, has neither a
definite shape nor a definite volume. It will take
the shape of any container into which it is placed
and will spread evenly within it. Unlike solids and
liquids, the volumes of gases are affected greatly by
changes in temperature.
Liquids and gases, unlike solids, are compressible.
This means that their volume can be reduced by
the application of pressure. Gases are much more
compressible than liquids.

States of matter

FOCUS POINTS
★ What is the structure of matter?
★ What are the three states of matter?
★ How does kinetic particle theory help us understand how matter behaves?

• Develop strong practical skills: Provide guidance on key experiments,
interpreting experimental data, and evaluating results; supported by
practice questions for the Practical Test and/or Alternative to Practical.
• Build mathematical skills: Worked examples demonstrate the key
mathematical skills in scientific contexts; supported by follow-up
questions to put these skills into practice.

1 StateS of matter

In this first chapter you will look at the three states of matter: solids, liquids and gases. The structure
of these states of matter and how the structures can be changed from one to another is key to
understanding the states of matter.
You will use the kinetic particle theory to help explain how matter behaves, so you can understand
the difference in the properties of the three states of matter and how the properties are linked to
the strength of bonds between the particles they contain. Why, for example, can you compress gases
but cannot compress a solid? By the end of this chapter you should be able to answer this question,
and use the ideas involved to help you to understand many everyday observations, such as why car
windows mist up on a cold morning or why dew forms on grass at night.

1.1 Solids, liquids and gases
Chemistry is about what matter is like and how it
behaves, and our explanations and predictions of
its behaviour. What is matter? This word is used to
cover all the substances and materials from which
the physical universe is composed. There are many
millions of different substances known, and all of
them can be categorised as solids, liquids or gases
(Figure 1.1). These are what we call the three states
of matter.
b

The main points of the theory are:
» All matter is composed of tiny, moving particles,
invisible to your eye. Different substances have
different types of particles (atoms, molecules or
ions) of varying sizes.
» The particles move all the time. The higher the
temperature, the faster they move on average.
» Heavier particles move more slowly than lighter
ones at a given temperature.
The kinetic particle theory can be used as a
scientific model to explain how the arrangement
of particles relates to the properties of the three
states of matter.

Explaining the states of matter
In a solid the particles attract one another. There
are attractive forces between the particles which
hold them close together. The particles have little
freedom of movement and can only vibrate about
a fixed position. They are arranged in a regular
manner, which explains why many solids form
crystals.
It is possible to model such crystals by using
spheres to represent the particles. For example,
Figure 1.3a shows spheres built in a regular way to
represent the structure of a chrome alum crystal.
The shape is very similar to that of a part of an
actual chrome alum crystal (Figure 1.3b).

Liquid

▲ Figure 1.2 Without expansion gaps between the rails, the
track would bend when it expanded in hot weather

1.2 The kinetic particle
theory of matter

a

Solid

c

The kinetic particle theory helps to explain the
way that matter behaves. It is based on the idea
that all matter is composed of tiny particles. This
theory explains the physical properties of matter in
terms of the movement of the particles from which
it is made.

Gas

▲ Figure 1.1 Water in three different states
1
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A model of a chrome alum crystal
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Topic 2: Animal migrations

Did you know?
Bar-headed geese
are the highest-flying
migratory birds,
regularly reaching
altitudes of up to five
and a half miles above
sea level while flying
over the Himalayas
in India.

Reading
Read the following texts about animals migrating.

Migrating animals
Migration is when animals travel from one habitat to another. Migration is
seasonal, and depends on the animals’ needs for different habitats at different
times – whether for food and water, or for breeding or some other reason. Every
year, the animals return to their original place. Many different species of animals
migrate by land, sea or air, often crossing vast distances and in large groups.

NEW
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DIGITAL
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Cambridge IGCSE™ English as
a Second Language Student’s
Book

In Tanzania, around one and a half
million wildebeest migrate annually in
huge herds. They are looking for muchneeded fresh grass and water, which
are hard to find during the dry season.
The wildebeest follow the rainfall, as in
this way they are guaranteed food and
can feed themselves and their young
offspring. Seeing these enormous herds
on the move is an incredible sight.

PRINT

Practise, perfect and assess essential practical
language skills with thematically relevant
reading, writing, speaking, and grammatical
tasks across each unit.

Some animals migrate because of the climate or seasons. Monarch butterflies cannot
survive freezing winter temperatures, so they fly up to 3,000 miles from Canada to
Mexico. These stunning butterflies huddle together to keep warm over winter. When
the days start getting longer again, they start their return journey, laying their eggs
along the route back. They use the sun to navigate their way back. On their return they
can take a well-earned rest and enjoy the long-anticipated warmer temperatures.

£8
March 2022 9781398352728
Did you know?
l

l

l

We are working with Cambridge International to gain
endorsement for this forthcoming series.

The whale that
migrates the
longest distance is
the grey whale.
The insect that
migrates the
longest distance is
the desert locust.
The land animal
that migrates the
longest distance is
the caribou.

Finally, some animals migrate to find a mate or raise their young. There are
approximately fifty million red crabs living up in the forests on Christmas Island.
But every October to December, they make the jaw-dropping journey down to
the ocean to reproduce. It is essential for the female crabs to lay their eggs in the
water for the young to survive. The hard-working female crabs protect the eggs
for two weeks, before dropping them into water. The females then return to the
forest. When the tiny crabs have hatched, they too make the intrepid journey to
the forest. At this time, the island looks like it’s covered in a red carpet, and the
kind-hearted human inhabitants on the island help the crabs to complete their
journey safely by closing roads and creating tunnels and bridges.
Scientists are keen to understand more about migration and how animals know
where to go and when to leave. For example, how do the newly-hatched red crabs
instinctively know the route to the forest? It is believed that animals use sunlight,
the Earth’s magnetic field and chemical cues, to find their way.
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The Italians
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the solutions to cubic equations. He published this book, the first algebra book in
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to study mathematics, no other work of his was ever published.
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2.1 Types and methods of data transmission

Computer ‘B’ will now have to reassemble the packets into the original sequence.

Activity 2.1
1 Suppose a video conference is taking place between delegates in two different
countries. Packet switching is being used to send video and sound data
between the delegates:

Computer ‘B’
Computer ‘A’
R1

Video and sound sent between
delegates using packet switching

R4
Router ‘B’

R5
Router ‘A’

▲ Figure 2.7

R7

R6

Describe:
i any potential problems with sound and video quality
ii how these problems could be caused.
2 Explain how packet switching could be used to download a large web page
from a website.
3 a The trailer in a packet will use one form of error checking.
Explain what is meant by a cyclic redundancy check.
b The payload contains the following data:

R10
R8
R9

▲ Figure 2.5 Typical network showing possible paths taken by each packet

The benefits of packet switching are:
Find out more

» there is no need to tie up a single communication line
» it is possible to overcome failed, busy or faulty lines by simply re-routing
packets
» it is relatively easy to expand package usage
» a high data transmission rate is possible.

11110000 10000011 00110011 00111111 11111110 11100011
Use this data to show how the receiving computer can verify that the
received payload was error-free.
4 a Explain how it is possible for packets to be lost during their transmission
across a network.
b Describe how it is possible for a system to deal with lost packets and
prevent them from slowing down the transmission process.
c Explain why you think packet switching might improve data security.

The drawbacks of packet switching include:
» packets can be lost and need to be re-sent
» the method is more prone to errors with real-time streaming (for example, a
live sporting event being transmitted over the internet)
» there is a delay at the destination whilst the packets are being re-ordered.

2.1.2 Data transmission

Sometimes it is possible for packets to get lost because they keep ‘bouncing’ around
from router to router and never actually reach their destination. Eventually the
network would just grind to a halt as the number of lost packets mount up,
clogging up the system. To overcome this, a method called hopping is used. A
hop number is added to the header of each packet, and this number is reduced
by 1 every time it leaves a router (Figure 2.6).

Hop number:

Advice
Hopping is not included
on the syllabus but
is included here for
completeness (to
help understand how
packets can get lost).

Data transmission can be either over a short distance (for example, computer
to printer) or over longer distances (for example, from one computer to another
in a global network). Essentially, three factors need to be considered when
transmitting data:

Router 3

Router 5

Router 8

Router 11

Router 15

Router 21

10

9

8

7

6

5

» the direction of data transmission (for example, can data transmit in one
direction only, or in both directions)
» the method of transmission (for example, how many bits can be sent at the
same time)
» how will data be synchronised (that is, how to make sure the received data is
in the correct order).

▲ Figure 2.6 Hop numbers between routers

Each packet has a maximum hop number to start with. Once a hop number
reaches zero, and the packet hasn’t reached its destination, then the packet is
deleted when it reaches the next router. The missing packets will then be flagged
by the receiving computer and a request to re-send these packets will be made.

These factors are usually considered by a communication protocol.
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Delegate 2 in India

Delegate 1 in USA
R3

R2

Another method of
sending packets is
called circuit switching.
Find out how this
differs to packet
switching, and then
re-draw Figure 2.5
showing the route the
packets take when
using circuit switching.
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7 The sysTems lIfe cycle

Once a new system is agreed and it has been fully tested, it is then installed.
It then needs to be fully evaluated and any changes made where necessary.
Therefore, a cycle of events take place until a fully-working system is signed
off and handed over to the management team. This whole process is called the
systems life cycle.

The systems life cycle

In this chapter you will learn about the:
★ analysis stage:
– methods of analysing the current system
– identifying the inputs, outputs and processing in the current system
– hardware and software requirements for the new system
★ design stage:
– file structures, input and output formats
– use of data capture forms
– screen and report layouts
– validation routines
★ development and testing stage:
– test strategies and test plans
– use of test data (including live data)
★ implementation stage:
– direct changeover
– parallel running
– pilot running
– phased implementation
★ documentation stage:
– technical documentation
– user documentation
★ evaluation stage:
– evaluation of new solution
– compare solution to original system.

There are many stages in the systems life cycle, which have been summarised in
Figure 7.1.
ANALYSIS
EVALUATION

DESIGN

DOCUMENTATION

DEVELOPMENT/
TESTING

IMPLEMENTATION

▲ figure 7.1 Systems life cycle

7.1 Analysis
The first stage in the process is the analysis of the current system. Figure 7.2
shows the stages in analysis.
Research the current system

Identification of input and output

What processing takes place?

In this chapter we will consider the stages and processes involved when
replacing computer systems, from analysis of an existing system right
through to evaluation of the new system.

ANALYSIS

Suppose a company has been using an existing computer system for a number
of years. They have decided to replace the current system with a new one. After
a number of years of successful operation, what would initiate this need to
upgrade?

Problems with the current system

User requirements for the new system

What are the information requirements?

» The existing computer equipment is now obsolete (it cannot be repaired
anymore).
» Changes to laws or taxes requiring radical overhaul of software.
» More suitable hardware is now available to improve efficiency and reliability.
» There is a need to expand the company.

Identify hardware and software for the new system

▲ figure 7.2 Analysis stage

There could be many more reasons.

7.1.1 Analyse the current system

The changes will involve an ICT solution, which means a systems analyst
needs to be brought in to oversee the whole upgrade process. Their first task
will be to analyse the existing (current) system, and then suggest a number
of improvements that can be made. All these improvements need to be costed
and their advantages over the current system need to be reported back to the
company’s management team.

» observation
» questionnaires
» interviews
» examination of existing documents.

There are four methods used to research the current system. The four methods
used are:
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This is a two-way process,
since development and
testing may uncover a need
to redesign the solution
several times
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Student’s Book Second
Edition
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Ben Walsh
Rely on author Ben Walsh’s
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Points for Core Content Option B
‘The 20th century: International
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Benjamin Harrison
Reinforce knowledge and skills
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and model answers.
£13.99
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Boost Subscription
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ENDORSED

Benjamin Harrison, Ben Walsh
Save time planning with Teacher
Plans, teaching activities,
worksheets and expert author
teaching guidance.
See page 5 for more details.
£200
9781398341050
Subscription is valid until 2026

Workbooks
Endorsed by Cambridge International
to support the full syllabus for
examination from 2020. The Study
and Revision Guides have not been
through the Cambridge International
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Study and Revision
Guide

ENDORSED

Benjamin Harrison
Develop and strengthen skills
and knowledge with a wealth of
additional exercises that perfectly
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£7.99
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Student’s Book Third Edition
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Paul Guinness, Garrett Nagle

PRINT
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geographical themes in the syllabuses and
ensure full coverage with a comprehensive
guide to all themes, skills and coursework
required. Trust experienced authors and
teachers to guide you through the required
topics and facts.

Paul Guinness, Garrett Nagle
Send students into their exam with the
confidence to achieve their maximum potential
using step-by-step guidance that helps to
practise skills learned and improve exam
technique.
£14.99

£27
Paperback 9781510421363
Boost eBook 9781398333772 £13.50 for 1-year access.

Workbook Third Edition
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Paul Guinness, Garrett Nagle

Paul Guinness, Garrett Nagle
Reinforce learning and deepen understanding
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with practical applications and exercises; an
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use throughout the course.

Save time planning and ensure syllabus
coverage with a Scheme of Work, teaching
activities and worksheets, and expert teaching
guidance. Improve students’ confidence
with exam-style questions including sample
answers.
See page 5 for more details.

£7.99

£200

9781510421387
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Subscription is valid until 2023
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DIGITAL
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Second Edition
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Endorsed by Cambridge International
to support the full European languages
syllabuses for examination from 2021 and
Mandarin Chinese from 2022. The Study and
Revision Guides and Languagenut resources
have not been through the Cambridge
International endorsement process.

PRINT

DIGITAL
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Provide guidance, exercises and examples in all four key skills, with
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Boost Subscriptions
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Save time preparing your lessons with all the
audio, graded sample answers, transcripts and
teacher notes you need.
• Develop listening skills with 97 audio
recordings and 97 audio transcripts.

Build confidence with comprehensive advice
and hours of ready-made activities.

• Ensure syllabus coverage with 300 pages of
teacher notes, answers and worksheets.

Support grammar and vocabulary skill building
throughout the course with clear explanations
of key grammar points and a wide range of
activities for classwork and homework.

• Deliver the course with confidence with all
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From £7.99
See order form for ISBNS
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Workbooks

Study and Revision Guides
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Subscriptions are valid until 2024
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challenge and motivate your students.
For more information visit hoddereducation.com/languagenut
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Greg Port, Jean-Paul Muscat

Our eTextbooks link directly to digital
resources from MEI’s Integral platform
– these include self-marking tests and
assessments, classroom activities and
more! To find out more and trial for free visit
integralmaths.org/cambridge_
international

Develop and strengthen skills and knowledge with a wealth of additional
exercises that perfectly supplement the Student’s Books.
£9.99
Pure Mathematics 1 Question & Workbook 9781510421844
Pure Mathematics 2 Question & Workbook 9781510458437
Pure Mathematics 3 Question & Workbook 9781510458444
Mechanics Question & Workbook 9781510421837
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are applied, and analytical skills developed.
£47
Biology 9781510482876 • Chemistry 9781510480230 • Physics 9781510482807

Practical Skills Workbooks
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NEW

Ideal as course companions or homework books for use throughout the
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£11.50
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Workbooks
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Study and Revision Guides
9 Teacher’s
Resource Packs with
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The Student’s Books are endorsed by
Cambridge International to support
the full syllabus for examination
from 2022. We are working towards
endorsement for the Practical Skills
Workbooks and Teacher’s Resource
Packs. The Revision Guides have
not been through the Cambridge
International endorsement process.

NEW

Stretch students to achieve the highest grades, with structured syllabus
coverage, varied exam-style questions and annotated sample answers.
£17.99–£20.99
December 2021
Biology 9781398344341 • Chemistry 9781398344396 • Physics 9781398344402

Teacher’s Resource Packs with Boost
Subscription
PRINT

DIGITAL

NEW

The Teacher’s Resource Pack includes a print handbook and a
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£120 excl. VAT
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Cambridge
International
AS & A Level Business
Second Edition
PRINT

DIGITAL

ENDORSED

Malcolm Surridge and Andrew
Gillespie
Build strong subject knowledge
and an international outlook with
expert guidance and in-depth
coverage of the revised syllabus.
• Understand how the key
concepts relate to real business
contexts with numerous case
studies from multinationals and
businesses around the world.
• Develop quantitative skills
with opportunities to interpret
business data throughout.
• Check understanding with
exam-style questions at the
end of every chapter.

This series is endorsed by Cambridge
International to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2023.
The Revision Guide has not been
through the Cambridge International
endorsement process.

• Master the vocabulary needed
to critically assess with key
terms and concepts defined
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those whose first language is not
English.
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Jane King
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apply knowledge by answering a
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Malcolm Surridge
The Teacher’s Resource Pack
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Student’s Book eBook and a
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9781398308138
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Also available: Revision Guide for examination
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year access
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Build strong subject knowledge and an international
outlook with expert author guidance and in-depth
coverage of the revised syllabus.
• Understand how the key concepts relate to real-life
contexts with numerous international case studies.
• Ensure a thorough understanding with synoptic links
that encourage students to apply their knowledge
across different elements of the course.
Paperback 9781398308275
Boost eBook 9781398308244 £22 for 1-year access

PRINT

ENDORSED

Adam Wilby, Mila Zasheva
Develop and strengthen understanding with a mixture
of skills questions and exam-style questions covering
commonly used command words plus tips on key
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For examination pre-2023. £18 9781471847738
This series is endorsed by Cambridge International to
support the full syllabus for examination from 2023.
The Revision Guide has not been through the Cambridge
International endorsement process.

Confidently deliver the revised syllabus with expert
author guidance, answers to exam-style questions
with commentary and information on teaching skills
and application of knowledge.
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Cambridge International AS &
A Level Accounting Second Edition
PRINT
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Ian Harrison and David Horner
Provide the knowledge, understanding and skills
required to succeed with a clear and accessible
resource, featuring questions throughout to challenge
learners at every level.

NEW

• Strengthen subject knowledge with a range of
question types designed to test understanding of
key topics within the syllabus, including past paper
and exam-style questions.
• Unpack challenging concepts with a course that’s
written for international students and includes
suitable content and language levels.
• Key terminology and a Glossary will provide useful
reference points to help ESL learners to access the
material fully, remember and process information.
£45

Workbook
PRINT

ENDORSED
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David Horner
Use this skills-based Workbook throughout the
course to practise and develop independent learning
by answering a range of questions and activities.
• Practise key skills and accounting concepts with
write-in space to keep track of answers.
• Enable students to regularly identify and address
gaps in learning.
• Encourage students to learn at home by set
targeted homework assignments on specific topics
covered in the Workbook.
£9.99
9781398317543 November 2021

Also available: Revision Guide
For examination pre-2023. £18 9781471847677

Paperback 9781398317536 December 2021
Boost eBook 9781398317260 January 2022 £23 for 1-year access
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been through the Cambridge International endorsement
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The Student’s Book is endorsed by
Cambridge International for full syllabus
coverage. We are working towards
endorsement for the Programming Skills
Workbook.

Information Technology
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Books
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Skills Workbooks
9 Practice
eBooks
9 Boost
9 Teacher’s Guide

PRINT

DIGITAL

ENDORSED

David Watson, Helen Williams
Develop computational thinking with clear explanations,
illustrations and diagrams, plus a Glossary of key terms. Offers
a structured route through the course and has been written by
experienced authors and examiners.
£44

NEW

Book
9 Student’s
9 Programming Skills Workbook

Cambridge International AS & A Level
Computer Science Student’s Book
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Boost eBook coming soon

Programming Skills Workbook
PRINT

NEW

Helen Williams
Reinforce learning and deepen understanding of the key concepts
covered in the Cambridge International AS & A Level Computer
Science syllabus; an ideal course companion or homework book
for use throughout the course.
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9781510457683 November 2022
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Cambridge AS & A Level Information Technology (9626)
Student's Books
PRINT

DIGITAL
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Graham Brown, Brian Sargent,
Brian Gillinder, Andy White
Develop theoretical and practical IT skills with
comprehensive Student's Books written by
experienced authors and examiners specially
for the updated Cambridge International AS &
A Level IT syllabus for examination from 2022.
• Improve understanding of concepts and
terminology with clear explanations, labelled
illustrations, photographs, diagrams, plus a
Glossary of key terms.
• Develop theoretical and practical skills with
a range of exercises (multi choice through
to discussion type questions), exam-style
questions, step-by-step instructions and
example answers that all ensure skills are
developed alongside knowledge.
£31
AS Level Paperback 9781510483057
AS Level Boost eBook 9781398333932 £21 for 1-year
access
A Level Boost eBook (digital only) 9781398307018 £21
for 1-year access October 2022

Practical Skills Workbook
PRINT

NEW

Reinforce learning and deepen understanding
of the key concepts covered in the syllabus; an
ideal course companion or homework book for
use throughout the course.
• Support students’ learning with extra practice
questions tailored to topics in the Student’s
Books.
• Keep track of students’ work with ready-to-go
write-in exercises.
• Ensure all topics are fully understood with
practice activities that can be set in class or
as homework.
£10.99
AS Level 9781510483064 April 2022

Teacher’s Guide
NEW

Free resource containing source files for the
practical work and answers to questions in the
Student’s Books and Workbooks.
FREE
For more information visit
hoddereducation.com/cambridgeextras

Our AS Level Student’s Book is endorsed by Cambridge
International to support the AS Level syllabus for
examination from 2022. We are working with Cambridge
International to gain endorsement for A Level Student’s
Book, Workbooks and Teacher’s Guide.
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Books
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eBooks
9 Boost
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This series is endorsed to support
options from the Cambridge
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Cambridge International endorsement
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Books
9 Student's
Workbook
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Guide
9 Revision
9 Teacher's CD-ROM
The Student’s Book is endorsed
by Cambridge International for full
syllabus coverage. The Teacher’s CD,
Skills Workbook and Revision Guide
have not been through the Cambridge
International endorsement process.
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Trust in the clear and authoritative content written by topic experts.
Develop source skills through questions on a wide range of sources and
keep students focused on the key issues with questions throughout each
chapter.
£25
International History 1870-1945: 9781510448674
Boost eBook 9781398334298 November 2021
Modern Europe 1750-1921: 9781510448698
Boost eBook 9781398364196 November 2021
The History of the USA 1820-1941: 9781510448681
Boost eBook 9781398334281 November 2021
Boost eBooks are £16 each for 1-year access

Boost Subscription
DIGITAL

Support teaching for all three Cambridge International AS Level History
Student's Books with engaging online teacher resources including
multiple choice quiz questions, worksheets, exam-style questions and
sample answers.
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Subscription is valid until 2026
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Student's Book Second Edition
PRINT
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ENDORSED

Geographical Skills Workbook
PRINT

Garrett Nagle and Paul Guinness

Garrett Nagle and Paul Guinness

Build geographical skills with clear guidance
and practice, including advice on fieldwork.

Help students to develop geographical skills, in
line with the syllabus’s emphasis on this area of
study.

• Ensure complete coverage with the core
syllabus and all the human and physical
geography options included.
• Provide an international focus with examples
and case studies from around the world.
£50
9781471868566
Boost eBook coming soon.

Teacher’s CD-ROM
DIGITAL

Deliver inventive lessons with interactive
tests, selected artworks and photos from the
textbook, and provide exam support with
answers to questions in the Skills Workbook,
and annotated answers to examination
questions at three levels.
£144
9781471873799

£12.99
9781471873768

Revision Guide Second Edition
PRINT

Garrett Nagle and Paul Guinness
Reinforce and practise skills learned with stepby-step support from experienced authors to
help students achieve their maximum potential.
• Improve knowledge of geographical patterns,
processes and changes with internationally
focussed examples and case studies from
around the world.
• Clarify key points and ensure common
mistakes are avoided with advice and tips.
• Test and consolidate knowledge with end of
topic questions and answers, and exam-style
questions for AS and A levels.
• Plan and pace your revision with the revision
planner.
£18.99
9781510418387

hoddereducation.com/cambridgealevel
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Cambridge AS & A Level Psychology Student’s
Book (9990)
NEW

Authors: Evie Bentley, Kimberley Croft, Lisa Holmes,
Helen J Kitching, Amanda Wood
Thoroughly explore the updated Cambridge International AS & A Level
Psychology syllabus for examination from 2024 with this brand-new
Student’s Book that embeds psychological theories, perspectives, and
applications within real-world contexts to maximise understanding and
encourage active learning throughout the course.
• Effectively navigate the course with a clear and focused progression
through the Core Studies, formulated by experienced authors to align
with the structure of the syllabus.

Psychology Revision Guide
Second Edition
David Clarke

• Build and reinforce understanding with ESL-friendly key terms, concise
topic summaries, and topical ‘test yourself’ questions that ensure
knowledge is put into practice throughout.

Reinforce and practise skills learned with stepby-step support from experts to help students
achieve their maximum potential.

• Use the ‘learning link’ feature to encourage students to identify key
connections between background information, contemporary debates,
and global case studies and discover how psychological theories can
be applied to everyday life.

• Prevent mistakes and common
misconceptions with step-by-step support,
advice and clarification of key points from an
experienced author.

£45
Paperback 9781398353008 May 2022
Boost eBook 9781398353466 May 2022 £23 for 1-year access

PRINT

NEW

• Bring learning to life through a stimulating visual approach to content
with diagrams and photos helping to illuminate key features of the
written material.

• Build knowledge of key theories and studies
with research summaries and evaluation
notes.
• For examination pre-2024.
£18.99

We are working with Cambridge International to gain endorsement for the
Student’s Book. The Study and Revision Guide has not been through the
Cambridge International endorsement process.

9781510418394

hoddereducation.com/cambridge-alevel-psychology
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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INTERNATIONAL
AS & A LEVEL
Thinking Skills (9694)

Book
9 Student’s
eBook
9 Boost
9 Boost Subscription

Endorsed by Cambridge International
to support the full syllabus for
examination from 2020. Boost
Subscription has not been through the
endorsement process.

Law (9084)
Book
9 Student’s
9 Boost eBook
Endorsed by Cambridge International
to support the full syllabus for
examination from 2023.

Thinking Skills
Student’s Book
Angus Grogono, Colin Hart
PRINT

DIGITAL

ENDORSED

Improve problem-solving and
critical thinking skills for studies
and life beyond the classroom with
a comprehensive guide written by
experienced authors specifically
for this course.
• Focus on effective and creative
problem-solving with a clear
model showing how to access
the problem, choose the
appropriate strategy, implement
the strategy and give the answer.
£35
Paperback 9781510421899
Boost eBook 9781398353053
£17.50 for 1-year access

Thinking Skills Boost
Subscription
Angus Grogono, Colin Hart

Cambridge
International AS and
A Level Law
PRINT

DIGITAL

ENDORSED

Series editor: Sue Teal
Authors: Richard Wortley,
Nicholas Price, Jayne Fry and
Tim Wilshire
Build strong subject knowledge
and skills with the only
published course to offer full and
comprehensive coverage of the
updated syllabus.
• Develop knowledge with key
elements covered and skillstargeted activities throughout.
• Extend learning with Internet
research boxes providing
opportunities to delve further
into topics.
£50
Paperback 9781398312098
Boost eBook 9781398318151 £25 for 1-year
access

DIGITAL

Deliver more inventive and flexible
lessons with a cost-effective range
of online Boost resources.
See page 5 for more details.
£200
9781398353077
Subscription is valid until 2026.

hoddereducation.com/cambridge-alevel
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Professional Development
Workshops
We offer free bespoke and tailored training
sessions to individuals and institutions
ranging from resource-based to curriculumbased development. Available online,
face-to-face and through a blended approach.
Teacher training in numbers: 10 years and 5 continents. Over
5,000 teachers have chosen us for professional development.
In the last year we’ve provided a number of online events to
support the new curriculum frameworks and remote teaching.
Our team of experienced trainers and authors will continue this
support for the foreseeable future, but look forward to meeting
again in person when it is safe to do so.
All attendees will receive a training pack including recordings,
session slides and a certificate of attendance.

How to
Book

“Excellent, inspirational,
relevant to the needs
in the classroom.”
Primary Teacher, Jamaica

⊲ Face-to-Face Workshops and Webinars
For more information about upcoming sessions, booking your place and accessing recordings
visit hoddereducation.com/international-workshops
⊲ Interested in working with Hodder Education?
We’re always looking for local teacher trainers with subject-specific knowledge.
Contact us at internationalteachertraining@hoddereducation.co.uk to find out more.
Please let us know if you’d like to arrange a workshop in your area on a specific subject.

TRY EVERYTHING FOR FREE
Digital eInspection Copies are completely
free and allow you to review our books for 30
days. No obligations, no loopholes and no
auto-enrolment. Request your free eInspection
Copies/Boost trials in 3 easy steps:

1.

Find title(s) online at
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/cambridge
select ‘eInspection Copy’ or ‘Trial’ and add to your basket.

2. Proceed to the checkout (no payment details required).
If you don’t already have an account with us, you’ll need
to set one up – it’s quick, easy and free to do.
3. Access details for your eInspection Copy/trial will be emailed
to you. If you pre-order a forthcoming title, you’ll receive an
email upon publication when it is available.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
O UR T E AM OF H ODD ER EDU C ATION CON SU LTA N TS W I L L BE H A PPY TO D I SC USS YO U R DE PA RTM E N T ’ S RE S O U RCI N G
N E E DS AND E N SU RE TH AT YOU RECEI V E TH E BEST VA LU E FOR MON EY.
To place your order or for any queries, please contact our team international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com
To find your local Hodder Education representative visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/internationalcontacts
H E AR MOR E I N FOR M ATIO N O N
C U R R EN T AN D U PCO M ING RESO URCES,
I N CLU D I N G T H E L AT E ST SAMP L E S

RECEIVE FR EE
TR AINING
S ESS IONS ON HOW
TO US E AND GET
THE MOST OU T
OF YOUR D I GI TAL
RESOURCES

Please recycle when you have finished with this catalogue.

SEE DEMOS O F O UR D I GI TA L RE S OURC E S
AND GET ACCESS TO e I N S P E C T I ON
CO PIES AND D I GI TA L TRIA LS

RE QUE ST A BE S POKE
QUOT E TA I LORE D TO
YOUR D E PA RTM E N T/
S C H OOL A N D P L AC E
YOUR ORD E R

ISBN: 9781398369924

